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Introduction
DH projects are time consuming and costly. What do we actually get out of them? What
does DH provide intellectually that we cannot achieve using traditional scholarly means?
Our team is inventing ways to exploit digitized, metadated 20th century, black and white,
newsprint, and cartoon style advertisements to extract unprecedented historical truths.
We consist of a historian, DH cultural studies scholar and a statistician, working together
to develop a new resource, processing text/image resources innovatively, and statistically
querying new DH data in novel ways. Our objectives are (a) to make useful advertising
data available to cultural critics and historians and (b) to understand how commercial
cultural life emerged in China in the late 19th and 20th centuries and saturated the
historical unconscious.
Why a Chinese Commercial Advertising Archive (CCAA)?
Tani Barlow has shown that commercial ads are historically embedded text/images that
began appearing in Chinese lithographic print news media in the late 19th century.
Commercial centers, or “treaty ports,” participated in a new, world-wide, ad industry that
developed slogans, sophisticated cartoon drawings, innovative fonts and syntax to sell
machine-made, branded, commercially exchanged large and small commodities. Ads
became a powerful vehicle for circulating desirable commodities in a modernist
commercial culture. For us the significant point is that black and white newspaper ads are
“[m]inor transient documents of everyday life,” ephemera, which we see as a graphic
epistemology. The ads or “graphs” forward axiological ideas like “modern things are
clean” or “people are mammals,” for instance, but they do it wordlessly. (Drucker)
Social theorists and historians in the first third of the 20th century agreed commercial
ephemera were modern and had value. Barlow has argued that ads are part of the modern
disciplinary order consisting of psychology, sociology, political science, etc.. Supporting
generic ads there eventually emerged an entire commercial industry devoted to buying
and selling advertising space. Since people determine social value our potential scholarly
users can exploit our ad archive to discover not only how 1920s and 1930s media space
was sociologically quantified, bought and sold, but also how brilliant impresarios like
Morishita Hiroshi, C.P. Ling and Carl Crow creatively pioneered complex ad campaigns
that were pedagogical, linguistically innovate and philosophically unprecedented. 1
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The general historical argument appears in Tani Barlow, In the Event of Women: Advertising and
Sociology in Modern China (Durham: Duke University Press, 2017)
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There are several reasons to invest time and intellectual creativity into the CCAA. First,
the black and white drawn ad is specific to a 60-year period that began and ended. The
mature ads made a debut in 1919 and, when Japan declared total war against China and
publishing houses moved inland, the ad industry went into hiatus. Thus we can periodize
modern ads; they have a beginning and an end. Second, archived advertisements clearly
show the modern Chinese people’s imaginative experiences. Along with more
conventional historical evidence, like maps, documents, literature, and social science
disciplines, ads help historians puzzle out commodity-human relationship at a specific
moment in time. Cultural life in new cities, filtered through a novel commercial culture,
changed how people creatively altered their ways of life. The ad archive can pictorially
show modern citizens enjoying their new commodity-object world. While these are not
mirror images of real people the picture element of sophisticated advertisements shows
an idealized world where modern commodities, medicines, social activities (drive a car,
going to a dance, cleaning or sewing, fertilizing a field) are normative. Also, in the shift
to lithography, the black and white advertising image was unprecedented. Ads combined
pictorial elements from Dianshizhai huabao, Republican iconography, and the modern
arts. Never before the late 19th century had Chinese commercial advertising circulated
graphs idealizing, selling machine produced modern commodities to a mass buyer public.
Why CCAA is a Digital Humanities Project:
Our project is singular because we began from a traditional historian’s monograph and
repurposed Barlow’s evidence. The CCAA seeks to raise and resolve questions that
individual or even collaborative groups of traditional scholars cannot address unless we
provide them data. Data and evidence are generically distinct. When Chen, a DH scholar,
looks at traditional research evidence she sees a grid that does not summarize
commonality but rather selects information implicit in the traditional archival materials,
such as image description, transcription of texts, geospatially traceable addresses and
street names, commercial information of commodities, and linguistic neological
sociology of ads, and she applies systematic metadata schema to convert the information
into structured data. What she creates is a database that can count, compare, associate,
and generalize in response to new questions. Knowing how many images a product
advertiser sold, knowing how many square centimeters an advertiser bought to showcase
a new ad, finding out what the ratio of space to price was in 1933 mass media; all of this
feeds back into queries that establish a commercial nexus for the emerging popular
commodity culture. That, in turn, means we can establish how norms changed with some
certainty on the levels of graphesis, image and rhetoric. For instance, even the small data
already supports arguments about probable advertising strategies. How? The data reveal
conscious decisions about marketing in specific media, at definitive dates, and describes a
new rationality. Advertising is a creative genre but it is never random because it always
seeks profit. This reality allows Chen to pursue implicit motives of capitalists and
capitalism. While “capitalism” is broadly transformative in the widest sense, it is not
abstract nor is it an act of god. Individuals, groups, companies, industries contingently
decide about investing, producing and selling specific commodities. They aggressively
initiate new marketing and distribution systems. This deepens the hypothesis that
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industrially produced and branded commodities transform not just the visual landscape
but also how consumers understood themselves, their everyday lives, and their capacities.
Quantitatively and qualitatively a digital archive is distinctive because it makes entry into
the mechanics of capitalism possible but also, it makes data unlike a conventional library
collection. First, data in a digital archive is finite. CCAA focuses exclusively on foreign,
transnationally iconic ads for international corporations like General Electric and Jintan.
We have excluded national brands for two reasons. First, metadating and digitizing all
commercial advertising would be exponentially costly and difficult. Second, the relative
selling power of national and international brands is an unknown; scholars have not yet
determined what a “national brand” is in relation to a “transnational brand.” Sherman
Cochran, Howard Cox, Karl Gerth, William Kirby, and Madeleine Zelin, all of them
traditional historians, present a general understanding. But they do not agree about what
is a national versus an international firm. Second, because writing the history of business
or capitalism is so difficult we have structured CCAA to help scholars approach
questions indirectly as well as directly. If, for instance, in 1935 we see a relative shift in
which there are more cosmetics and hygiene product ads than medicinal tonic ads, we can
concentrate on specific corporate histories. Why was Brunner Mond Corporation
investing in ad space? Do we see a corresponding rise, in production, new product lines,
distribution networks, Nationalist government purchasing and did the ad campaign yield
more profit? There is no direct route here and the data does not, itself, prove any of these
assumptions to be true. However, we do know that ad information helped business
operatives to write better understand strategic, targeted, decision making, in profit
seeking activity. Third, advertising is a special genre because it’s entire raison d'etre is
profit. Ads are pedagogic and culturally rich, but unlike a poem or a short story, an ad
sells a product or service. Finally, the CCAA helps scholars to figure out how the news
industry profited individual owners. John Major (Shenbao and Dagong bao
(L’Impartial), Nakajima Shin (中岛真雄, Shengjing shibao), and other foreign owned news
media – most Chinese news outlets had foreign founders – bought and sold advertising
space in major markets. They were not philanthropists, they were profit seekers and
investors. A question that CCAA opens is how the business end of the news industry
worked.2
CCAA is intended to be a flexible resource. We provide data that will support many
queries and projects. In this paper we are presenting three basic concerns. First, the paper
shows how Chinese neologisms and advertising images are connected. Second, we
present core statistical information about advertising and publication. Third, in response
to a traditional humanities question, “what kind of sub-dialects do we see in 20th century
newspapers,” we are also developing a thesis about the rise of a new Chinese selling
language. Exploiting singular algorithms Professor Deng Ke is developing we text mine
to clarify the history of modern Chinese commercial language and the new commodity
culture.

2 Paul French, Carl Crow: A Tough Old China Hand: The Life, Times, and Adventures of an American in

Shanghai, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 20 ...173
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THESIS One: GRAPHESIS and SOCIETY
An immediate question is how modern Chinese language and visual media are modern.
We focus on neologisms or calques (new words) to
illustrate the integration of social theory and
advertising culture. For instance, one of the most
important of all the modern words in 20th century
Chinese is “society.” “Society” is not a descriptor but a
category of experience. It has a long career and its
novelty has been established using traditional history
methods. But the word is also a part of everyday life in
20th century commercial culture. This advertisement
shows a group of people heading into the Gate of
Happiness. “The gate of happiness, the gate to pass
through for happiness and the road of good fortune.
Happy New Year to the gentleman who loves smoking
Chienmen. Happiness and manifold fortune,” the copy
reads. The crowd walking toward the product is neither a family group, nor gender
segregated club, nor a social class or an aristocracy or a so-called identity like “modern
girls;” it is a crowd in a society composed of crowds. The graph communicates the new
social formation defined, in part by desire for artfully packaged new commodities and
In the second advertising we see a similar kind of graphesis, visual coding that
communicates modernism and the modern age.
綠陰深處空氣新
車馳道上速且靈
欲求平穩無他術
銀殼汽油最稱心
Air is so fresh in the deep green space [of the boulevard]
The new gas auto goes down the road quickly and lithely
Without Shell brand APC gas
Finding a smooth ride is not possible
The graphic element shows a public park in a Chinese city, no doubt in the treaty port a
foreign concession because it has wide boulevards and a big space for driving your car.
The gate advertises Silver Shell APC gas. The implied meaning (the car has already
passed through the gate) is that buying this branded gas and motor oil takes you into
modern China. Orderly, fresh, unpolluted, spacious and comfortable, the society of the
future is just around the corner. CCAA is replete with images just like these. Under the
data with the theme of “society” we can calculate the frequency and the breadth of ads
that either use neologisms like “society” or depict crowds of people engaged in social
activities in the landscape of the new urban society.
THESIS TWO: Metadating
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Our second problem is how to archive ad images. This thesis does not only address the
technical and practical workflow, discussed below, and which involves digitization,
annotation and visualization. It touches directly on the core theoretical issue which is the
visibility of information. Visibilizing information is the foundational sine qua not for data
analysis and DH’s potentially revolutionizing interpretation models. This is the problem
Professor Lev Manovich has elaborated the concept of “metadating,” in his key
publication, Metadata, Mon Amour. Manovich proposed that, “metadating the image”
transforms an old paradigm where scholars did “studies” or “worked on” images, into a
new approach. According to Manovich the new approach 1) invents new systems of
image description and categorization; 2) creates new interfaces to image collections,
ways that users can exploit and interpret data; 3) offers new kinds of images on a “superhuman” scale of visuality. What Manovich terms the struggle between human subject and
the larger visuality of images resituates both the relation of visual images to creators and,
probably more importantly, how scholars approach a large scale and sometimes
unanticipated visual reality. We confront the question: how do computers help us to sort
and present graphesis, i.e., the meaning that massifed advertising images generate? In
this battle, establishing metadata is most crucial, as many successful projects regarding
visual images have established3.
Manovich’s theory of “metadata” opens possibilities at two levels for CCAA. Firstly,
metadating emphasizes a relationship between metadata and objective images, in this
case. These real or objectively existing images are a foundation. Collectively they
distinguish a process of extracting information. The images are no longer just an
“archive” in the sense of library science, or simply the target of what in library science is
called “annotation.” Moreover, archive, noun or verb, is linked to traditional preservation
methods, which include ways of isolating groups of materials on the basis that these are
original, authentic and consequently should be preserved. This set of associations about
originality and value do not work when it comes to ephemera.
CCAA is an archive of ephemera. The ads are neither original nor authentic; they are
composite and infinitely repeatable. Moreover, while digital media can appreciate the
ephemerality of our media world millions of these materials appears everyday and
archiving them has proven impossible. Given the limitations that scholars of
contemporary culture confront, they have begun repurposing annotation to mean a
technical process. They focus on image metadata annotation, but they leave out context
information. The result is that the relation of image to the production end is not
considered or included. Consequently many projects that deal exclusively with
contemporary data (e.g., Twitter, FB, Snapchat, etc.) are not open to historical analysis.
Metadating is more flexible in that practical sense. Metadating provides the spaces where
scholarly use can be built into coding. Secondly, metadating conceptually is more about
image but also interface image, which will involve the interaction between human and
machine. From the perspective of digital humanities, this concept connects the different
levels of hierarchy structure of digital project, from database to interface, then to the user
3 Manovich,

Lev. Metadata, 2002. Mon Amour, http://manovich.net/index.php/projects/metadata-

mon-amour
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reaction. Metadating images is a crucial part of CCAA. As an image-object and a
research-oriented online archive, CCAA is obliged to record all relevant information such
as ad illustration, brand icon, textual words and syntax, and mapping information like
street names and business titles. After a long process of learning and testing, building into
the work the authority, generality, consubstantially and consistency of specific metadata,
we were able to begin applying customized metadata schema based on the structural
standard, Dublin Core, to each digital image of advertisement. The metadata includes
descriptive data of image content, contextual information data about the commodity and
advertising industry related to the images and bibliographical data of newspaper,
technical data about the digital file as well as information about the source of image, its
present location, its copyright status and the owning institution. The latter is necessary
because commercial firms are copyrighting images and restricting their common use.
The descriptive metadata mainly describes the textual and iconic contents of images.
These include the title, keywords, textual content and a description of the entire image
which helps researchers who are seeking basic visual and textual data/information to
enable access and the ability to search the whole database quickly and efficiently before
they click on and download an images. These descriptive data also make it possible to
make the image available for text mining and new kinds of analysis because we transform
visual icons into the texts and transcribe all word texts included in each images.
We consider these images to be both visual and cultural products, economic and social
commodities. The social and economic information of each commodity in the ad is coded
under the following categories: brand/name, commodity category, company, agency,
addresses of company and agency. Some of them are extracted from the content of
images but some are from external resources. For example, the brand/name of commodity
is always very easy to recognize but the company or agency is not. We use the codebook
to resolve this problem and to insure that the data is consistent. But at same time, we
realized that we couldn’t just follow a codebook because information changed over time
and in the different decades and newspapers.
The contextual information data about the commodity and the advertising industry that
produced and disseminated images provide core information about these advertisements.
The bibliographical data of newspaper covers all publishing information including
“Volume Number,” “Issue Number,” “Coverage Spatial,” “Page Number,” “Newspaper
Publisher,” “Issued Date,” “Printer,” and “Editor.” These data provide background
information and help researchers to find the source newspaper and process statistical
analysis for information about frequency of a specific ad published in one or several
newspapers in a year or over many years. “Technical data” describes the technical
processes of digitization and archiving.
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CCAA has not yet developed a successful readable-pattern that will allow machines to
recognize all visual information. Technically this capacity is not yet generally available
although we anticipate it will arrive eventually. To compensate we have adapted the
more traditional method in which we reduce the image description to one or a few verbal
labels (called “keywords”). In other words, we use natural languages to serve as our
meta-language for describing images. For instance, keywords describe our categories: 1)
“iconic figures” includes animal, plant, human and sub-categories like female/male,
old/young/middle age people, foreigner/Chinese, child/infant; 2) in natural language we
refer to “design style” allowing us to categorize things like package illustration, context
illustration and text; 3) under the category we call context information we rank class,
nationality of company and geographical locations (headquartered in Delaware, USA,
produced in Shanghai, distributed in the Jiangnan region, etc). Extracting and
summarizing keywords in subject also supports the searching function. That means
CCAA users have easy access to full-package information and a clue about how to grab
the visual elements designed into the ads. They can directly search for human girls or
non-Chinese appearing figures. Because large size image file are heavy, some users will
have limited access because their Internet speed and operating environments are
deficient. Describing categories fully helps these users to gain targeted access at demand.
This is our first, necessary step toward developing future Image Annotation Software.
Our position is that relations between image and context information is as important as
the content description, so will be developing ways of extending concept networks to link
the CCAA to dimensions outside image world.
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Eventually CCAA will archive more than 192,484 High-quality (>300 dpi) digital images
of ads for international brands published in five Chinese newspapers, Shanghai, Shen-pao
(申报), Tianjin’s Ta Kung Pao (大公报), Shenyang’s Sheng-ching Shih-pao (盛京时报),
Hankou’s Hankow Times (汉口中西报) and the Yuehua Bao (越华报) in Guangzhou,
along with research metadata for each image.

Currently we have digitized and annotated about 69,061 ad images selected from three
newspapers, including 15,261 advertisements in Hankou Times (1906-1937)， 4,419
advertisements in Yuehua Bao (1931-1938) and 49,381 advertisements in Shengjing
Shibao (1906-1938). All images with metadata will be available gradually across two
sites: the archiving site (scholarship.rice.edu) hosted and maintained by Fondren Library,
Rice University and a dedicated website at the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon
EC2), are hosted and maintained by the Luce Foundation funded Ephemera Project. In
order to harvest and relocate the metadata from DSpace at Rice to the back-end system of
Omeka, programmer Jin Ying developed a DSpace REST API Harvester to bridge two
systems and keep the consistency of metadata across the platforms extra cost of re-typing
all image metadata into Omeka.
Because Chen decided to apply the standard metadata schema to images, CCAA is
available to install and launch in different systems. For instance, with the help of Prof.
Jieh Hsiang, we have also installed a portion of the images and their data set to the
Taiwan History Digital Library. This data set can be analyzed using tools developed in
the Taiwan History Digital Library.4

4 Prof.

Jieh Hsiang, “Taiwan History Digital Library,” National Taiwan University tested our data and the
results are available at address below ?????????
http://thdl.csie.org/HankouTimes_YuahuaBao/RetrieveDocs.php
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Rice University Location under the title “Chinese Commercial Advertisement Archive,”
scholarship.rice.edu

Prof. Jieh Hsiang, “Taiwan History Digital Library,” National Taiwan University
tested our data and the results are available at address below
http://thdl.csie.org/HankouTimes_YuahuaBao/RetrieveDocs.php
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THESIS THREE: Concept modeling: from metadata to knowledge
In order to explore the mechanisms of images, texts, commercial products, advertising
industry, global capital and modern disciplinary order, we propose a concept model
rooted in content analysis and designed to reveal connections among modernist fields
where visual culture (text/image), commercial power (commercial products, advertising
industry and global capital) and social theory (modern disciplinary order) combine and
the everyday of ordinary people as transient ephemera conveying philosophical ideas. We
focus primarily on content analysis in order to exploit advertising’s structured data. Our
aim is to produce more knowledge about advertisements and the advertising industry, and
to provide a big picture of advertising (aka distant reading) while challenging traditional
research methods.
Our first step was using an R program to help calculate the frequency of some
combinations of variables from the data. We listed several combinations of factors, and
aimed to build the frequency table for each combination. The table is carefully analyzed.
Particularly, we used moving average method to analyze combinations related to time.
The combinations of factors concerned here include seven single variables, 14 types of
combinations consisting of two variables, and 6 types of combinations consisting of three
variables. The data consists of 69, 062 advertisements.5 From this here, we get some
simple and obvious phenomena characterizing our ads, such as, which years had the most
ads in newspaper, which countries had the most ads in each newspaper, which companies
had the most ads, which commodities had the most ads, which company had the most ads
in the different categories of commodities and which country had the most ads in the
different categories of commodities, etc.
Although a complete set of newspapers does not exist, and thus our graphics are
incomplete, we still get a general picture of the relationship among the commodity,
advertisements, categories, and years. Immediately this small sample yields obvious but
not expected outcomes. For example, in these three major commercial newspapers the
majority of commodity ads are for Japanese products and the next highest national brand
is Canadian. Six of the top 10 commodities measured by regular appearance of
advertising in Hankou Times and Yuehua Bao, are from the same company, Dr. Williams
brand. Dr. Williams brand products also take up the majority position in Shenjing Shibao.
The result of analyzing combination of commodities and category, shows another Dr.
Williams product, She-ko (如意膏), appears in the top of ranking in the category of
medicine ads. Accordingly, among the 14 countries that advertised in the news media,
Canada bought more ad space in the category of medical advertising than any other
nation. This result shows how important Dr. Williams brand was historically speaking.
In tight focus, although we know from traditional research methods that the bulk of early
advertising in Chinese language newspapers consisted of medicines and tonics, Dr.
Williams has not been the focus of investigation.

5 Becker, R. A., Chambers, J. M. and Wilks, A. R. (1988) The New S Language. Wadsworth &

Brooks/Cole.
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Inspired by the newly discovered importance of Dr. Williams brand, we took a further
step to explore texts, and particularly terms used in Dr. Williams ads to promote the
commodity line. Prof. Deng Ke’s Unsupervised Chinese Text Mining via a Statistical
Word Dictionary Model applied statistical methods developed for Chinese text mining
and knowledge discovery.6 Deng’s approach resolves a number of obstacles in Chinese
text mining. For example, word boundaries in Chinese are invisible; worse, ad slogans
are not punctuated. Transcribed raw data from archived advertisements are just a
sequence of unsegmented Chinese characters, which makes mining in Chinese
comparatively tough. Moreover, most Chinese text mining methods depend on high
quality training data, and will fail if the target texts are remarkably different from the
training data. However, considering that the advertisements that interest us are from
regional newspapers published over a long period of time, even ad-writing styles are
uncertain due to local linguistic differences. We cannot rely on current training data
employing modern Chinese to establish models for mining 1920s syntax, vocabulary,
punctuation (or lack of it) word use, semantic references, ideograph variation for 100year-old print media. The third obstacle is that these ad texts contain lots of unstable,
idiosyncratic technical terms, like company names written in different ways, differently
transliterated brand and product names and so only visible as an effect of text mining
processes. This makes it difficult to distinguish technical terms, our true interest, from
noise or background words.
Our method is based on a statistical model termed the “word dictionary model” (WDM).
Although the WDM is not new, effective and scalable methods for analyzing Chinese
texts based on it have not been done. This is likely because of two key challenges: the
initiation of the unknown dictionary and the final selection of the inferred words. The
Word Dictionary Model (WDM) and Advanced Word Dictionary Model (AWMD) are
ideal tools for word discovery, text segmentation and named entity recognition of
Chinese texts when training data are not available. WDM can be extended into an
AWDM to achieve automatic recognition of TT (i.e., distinguishing technical terms from
background words/phrases). The Theme Dictionary Model (TDM) is efficient for
detecting association patterns, and the Concept Network (CN) is powerful for knowledge
presentation and discovery.

6 Deng,

K., Geng, Z. and Liu, J. S. (2014), Association pattern discovery via theme dictionary models.
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B (Statistical Methodology), 76: 319–347. doi:
10.1111/rssb.12032
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In our case, we applied this method to CCAA’s full-texts, 612, 479 characters, 2, 841
unique items of each style of 19,681 items of ads and we found 53, 015 segmented words
in 20 minutes. SWDM uses a statistical model selection strategy to score each inferred
word, giving rise to a natural ranking and the final selection of the words, so it helps us to
select the “meaningful” words and then to make a dictionary. The extension from WD to
AWD hasn’t been automatically realized so the recognition of technical terms mainly
depends on human vision and handwork. However this process is necessary for
establishing a TT collection and making the TT index. We selected 37,207 terms
including noun, adjective, verb, adverb and quantifier firstly from 53, 015 segmented
words to establish the indices of TT for ads. Further, in order to know what kind of terms
ads used to promote the product to users in the branding companion and which group of
words generally used in the specific product advertising, we will need to dig into the full
texts of ads and find out the association patterns among technical terms (APTT) of ads.
We are currently working on three newspapers and one company case, Dr. Williams.
The Case of Dr. Williams Brand Products Campaigns
Obviously it is now possible to do statistically driven case studies. One important
starting point is to gather data. Canadian Dr. William Frederick Jackson created a tonic
that he sold to fellow Canadian, Senator George Taylor Fulford, a chemist and politician.
Fulford was by all accounts an advertising genius. He developed the Dr. Williams brand
product campaign. The Dr. Williams brand entered the scene in 1866 when Fulford
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Trading Company began advertising its product; a tonic against tuberculosis. Fulford
patented it for general use following the 1891-2 influenza pandemic and marketed his
quack medicine in eighty-two countries around the world. This much is either known or
suspected. But historical concern about why Dr. Williams advertising is significant or
noteworthy immediately runs into interpretive question. As Paul Pickowizc, Kuiyi Shen
and Yingjing Zhang have noted in their study, Liangyou, Kaleidoscopic Modernity and
the Shanghai Global Metropolis, 1926-1945 (Brill, 2013), the Dr. Williams campaign
might be a jumping off point for understanding why elites in modern China bought quack
meds like Pink Pills, Pinkettes and She-Ko. The Young Companion ad campaign may,
they argue, represent elite attitudes toward the modern body. There are, we suggest other
routes to grasping why Dr. Willams brand sold well and is historically significant.
Although our routes also contribute to historical understanding they rely less on
traditional interpretative methods because metadating (not presumptions about perception
or “identity”) can ask different questions, address different historical strata and
reconstruct another picture, altogether.7
This question opens our investigation. How much money the Dr. William’s Corporation
spend advertising its product line and which markets did it dominate? Since Japan
colonized Northeast China (“Manchuria”), why did Dr. Williams buy so much ad space
across the full spectrum of the news media including Northeast China, with its Japanese
dominated media? We know that United States based transnationals also advertised in
Northeast China until Pearl Harbor attack in 1941. But the question remains open. In a
case like corporate imperialismin China, were so-called multinationals like Dr Williams,
Goodyear Tires and so on, also transnational advertisers? To what degree did national
transnational corporations compete with one another? What impact on global or
transnational corporations do patterns of advertising disclose? Here many plausible
reasons can be considered: George Taylor Fulford was just a better ad entrepreneur than
Nakayama Ichiro; blanket campaigning proved themselves so profitable Dr. Williams
invested heavily in them; Dr. William’s singularly attaractive, story-image format ad
proved particularly enticing; Dr. Williams’ sold many products under its brand line;
maybe (not likely) the product sactually worked against tuberculosis and eczema;
relatively low prices meant consumers chose a less effective medicine over national or
other more expensive national internationals; or Dr. Williams skillfully targeted small
domestic commodity users in all new sub-marketing systems.
What does our data do that conventional methods cannot? First, rather than focusing in
on one magazine or newspaper, CCAA shows that advertising campaigns were directed
across regional media and they involved planning to accomplish media saturation. Data
mining opens the capacity for comparative study of a journal like Young Companion and
its tiny targeted readership. Very likely the same readers also consumed mass
7

According to Wellcome researcher Julia Nurse (http://blog.wellcomelibrary.org/2015/03/drwilliams-pink-pills-for-pale-people/) the branded medicine consisted of iron oxide, magnesium
sulfate or iron and liquorish and sugar. For Paul Pickowizc et al eds, book study see
http://ebookcentral.proquest.com.ezproxy.rice.edu/lib/rice/reader.action?docID=4003978#
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newspapers, but with the larger DB we can let go of reception questions and generalize
about the broad scope of all opinion and life-style publications. Mass marketing is
constitutive in the sense that it assimilates ideas, words, concepts and categories and
disseminates these across vast cultural spaces. Our three markets (soon to become five)
are distinctive but each shows excessive branding of specific international brands.
Vernacular sociology is the term for advertising language and it transcends specific
journals or newspapers. Niche markets and mass markets can be brought into a common
project because CCAA assesses, reconstructs, recognizes and tracks mass markets, mass
commodification, and the new commercial mass languages.
Second, specific campaigns and Dr. Williams is the example here, are ideologically
complex. As argued shortly, concept mining helps exploit ideologies at the linguistic or
subconscious level. But much can be gleaned comparatively when the metadated cartoon
images are analyzed. In this capacity, questions of sexual difference, social role, social
reproduction, health and illness, nationalism, scienticity and many other factors can be
assessed. Dr. Williams’ advertisings are charming because each has a story and a picture
of a sufferer. This format resembles the social survey in contemporary sociology (see
Barlow, Event) and is one way to exploit the information is to remind historians that
generic mediation separates the reader or audience from products and allegations about
what commodities meant to people. The ability to count is decisive. Writing an
anatomy of the campaigns over many decades suggests how sociological categories
diffused into mass readerships. Because tuberculosis was a common and deadly disease
during these years the structure of the campaigns also carry the possibility for studying
attitudes towards modern medicine and eugenic health.
Third, Dr. Williams’ is only one of hundreds, perhaps thousands of external multinational
corporate brands. Each has distinctive advertising. All of them have corporate histories
and have left data behind that make possible measuring profit margins, if not public
attitudes toward modern commodity use. Amassing many case studies will open up
generalizations about mass mediation and modernity that until DH became possible lay
far out our reach as scholars. Here we are not interested in how people received the
media (reception theory) or what we can glean about their possible libidinal introjection
of new norms (theory of emotions). We are not using the metadata to speculate about
perception. Rather we can open a line of questioning about the mechanics of advertising
and consequently the focused effort of corporate capitalists and national international
corporations to shape the modern world.
So, according to the frequency of some combinations of variables from ads in HKTS and
YHB, we find out the following interesting results about Dr. Williams Medicine
Company and its commodity. Among all medical companies, Dr. Williams had the most
ads, 3, 476 items and She-Ko, the skin cure commodity, most ads, 962, among all 7 Dr.
Williams commodities and not the one best-recognized and assumed to be the premier
commodity, Pink Pills For Pale People (韦廉士大医生红色补丸). Taking a close look at
the data from 1934 in HKTS & YHB, the most complete data, we found 2, 502 medicine
ads, 1,029 ads for Dr. Williams, and 4,08 ads for She-Ko, which means She-Ko had a
ratio of 16.3% and 39.65% to general medical and Dr. Williams ads respectively.
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Meanwhile, another result indicates that Dr. Williams had a clear strategy for advertising
since all its commodities occupied the lower-right position of the seventh page of every
newspaper. Searched with a combination of “Nationality” and “Page” shows similar
results. In the SCSP collection, Dr. Willams’ Pink Pills For Pale People (韦廉士大医生
红色补丸) has more medicine ads than any other branded product and also appeared
regularly on the eighth page’s middle right, the lower right and the lower middle.
Japanese companies bought space for 19, 545 medicine ads, which is far more in terms of
national branding than Canada (6, 245), but none of these 80 Japanese companies
competed with the mega-company, Canada’s only true success story, Dr. Williams
Medicine Company. All of these simple statistical results suggest an image of Dr.
Williams Medicine Company, as an ambitious global company with a clear, consistent
marketing strategy, strong financial support and mature executive decision making skill.
That said, the question is how Dr. Williams Medicine Company packaged its
commodities and how it developed branding ideas and an attractive vocabulary to
promote their products and ideas to ordinary people? How can we develop this question
sufficiently to extrapolate answers to it it?
What we have done is dig into the full-texts of 6 commodities of Dr. Williams to see how
the company used words, phrases and ideas. As mentioned earlier, we selected 53, 015
terms including noun, adjective, verb, adverb and quantifier from the segmented words of
texts of three newspapers to establish the indices of TT for ads. After the 1st round of
result, the noise became obvious mostly because specific terms, like company names,
address name and prices clotted the data. We narrowed the number of terms down to 13,
665 and reapplied this TT index to the full texts of 6 selected Dr. Williams products. We
found some result related to the APTT of Dr. Williams with the setting (length<5,
frequency>0.01). For example, there are 347 groups of the combination of 2-4 words that
have been found out, which have the high score of frequency among 1,832 groups of
words. These groups include 121 words that could be assumed as the core technical terms
of ads of Dr. Williams.

35
32
31
27
24
23
20
18
18
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14

補血
便秘
補血健腦
消化
馳名
大便
天下馳名
濕骨痛
血虧
治愈
腸胃
血薄氣衰
試服
健康
各症
小書
胃不消化

14
13
13
12
12
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9

頭痛
婦科各症
治療
蛔蟲
體力
出牙
發熱
統治
郵奉
復原
泄瀉
消化不良
購買
食積
濕疹
瘋濕骨痛
皮膚

9
9
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6

虛弱
風濕骨痛
便閉
傷風
大便秘結
服用
血液
不取
早老
未老先衰
芬芳
血虧腦弱
內腑
大便閉結
強健
操勞過度
疼痛

6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4

腦筋衰殘
腹瀉
跌損
軟弱
面疹
中國各處
之功
口氣
嘔吐
嬰兒
小女
康健
氣管
灼傷
衛生小書
世界馳名
口臭
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

微利
性和
恢復
止痛
痰厥
皮膚諸
絞痛
肚痛
諸虛百損
來書
傷風痰厥
全愈
口氣穢濁
味美

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

喉痛
山林瘴氣
康強
敝局
新血
有力
有序
活潑
男女老少
痛瘋
療治
皮膚諸恙
肝經失調
不調

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

價銀
兒女
呼吸器
失眠
寒熱
山嵐瘴瘧
強壯
感冒
感激
房事無能
數劑
潤腸
無力
爽適

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

牙痛
病菌
痛苦
發生
神經
耐心
肝火
胃呆
自述
舌苔
體虛

At that point we returned to the full text of ads to see if what the Associate Pattern of
Technical Terms had found was generalizable. For example, the combination of “妄語”
and “不智” appears many times in the same sentence : “以身體健康之重要而欲節省數
毫洋殊為不智故凡遇經售家以影射紅丸兜售稱其價錢而效相同者妄語也慎勿置信.”
So we could assume this group is an associate pattern of technical terms and that
discovery could help us to find fixed phrases (expression pattern or writing style) in other
ad texts. As we refine the APTT and bring into the data considered all of the five
newspapers we expect to reveal unconscious associations and new language forms.
While these conclusions will not prove anything about elite attitudes towards the modern
body, they do imply that arguments about body image are relatively difficult to evidence.
These are speculative ideas about presumed opinion and as with many reception theory
based arguments, they are neither demonstrably true nor demonstrably untrue. They
represent the speculative opinions of highly educated and motivated historians who hail
from an era a century after all the tiny decisions about advertising images and languages
were made.
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
CCAA works from a singular archive consisting of metadated, profit-oriented,
internationally design mature, transnationalized advertisings extracted out of five
commercial treaty port newspapers in Chinese cities during the 1920s and 1930s. We are
aware that historians and cultural studies scholars are beginning to consider how these
advertisements can be interpreted, what they mean. Our case study and our general
argument are only one small report in what perforce will be a multi-year project. But this
report does promise access to a sub-conscious language and a vast unknown reservoir of
visual and literary associations. The associations and the metadated images are
overwhelming evidence of change. Modernity is a language and it is a way of life; it is a
visual order and internationalized nationalist visions. That is what our project can do,
Now that we are celebrating the publication of our first data sets we ask you to join us in
developing ways of approaching data with fresh research questions.
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